
 
 

Coalition to Preserve America’s Roads 
A National Public Education Campaign 

Changing Course to Preserve 

our Highway Investment 



Campaign Strategy 

Educate  
key target audiences: 

 
1. Media 

2. Road agencies 

3. Business community 

4. Driving public 

 



Accessing & Using 
Campaign Resources 

For use by coalition members on NCPP/TSP2 websites 

Campaign Strategy 
 National/Regional campaign plans 

 Background on partnerships 

 Coalition members 

Issue Background 
 Cost comparisons 

 Charts 

 Legislative history 

 Research reports 

Recent Media Coverage 
 Editorials 

 Letters to the editor 

 Relevant news articles 

 

Campaign Toolkit 
   Spokesperson Training Guide 

   Spokesperson talking points 

   Media fact sheet 

   News release template 

   Opinion column template 

   Letter to editor template 

   Article for trade publications 

   Campaign brochure 

   Speech/PowerPoint presentation 

   Campaign video 



Campaign Toolkit 
For use by coalition members on NCPP/TSP2 websites 

 Spokesperson Training Guide  

 Spokesperson talking points 

 Media fact sheet 

 News release template 

 Template for opinion columns 

 Template for letters to the editor 

 Article for trade publications 

 Campaign brochure – In production 

 Speech/Powerpoint presentation – TBD 

Campaign video – In production 



Access Campaign Toolkit  
on NCPP Website 

 

















































Spokesperson  
Talking Points (General) 

Outline the issues in terms of public interest: 

  Our nation’s public road systems are reaching crisis state with serious deterioration and 

funding problems due to ill-advised policies that are primarily reactive rather than proactive.   More 

than half of U.S. major roads are in “fair” or “poor” condition as of 2008, according to FHWA. 

   Our transportation infrastructure must be protected and maintained as an essential component of 

the economic strength of our country, individual states and local municipalities. 

   State and local budgets are being  

bankrupted.   Ruinous short-term, “worst first” policies  

need to be replaced with sustaining  

long-term approaches involving asset  

management and pavement preservation. 



Spokesperson  
Talking Points (Specific) 

Cost savings/Budget relief – Pavement preservation stretches the transportation infrastructure budget  

and extends the remaining service life of roads and bridges. 

 

Economic competitiveness – Preserving the highway system is vital to our future.   

Commerce depends on a viable infrastructure.  Spending money to keep good roads in good condition 

is the most cost-effective way to save America’s highways.   

 

Safety – Proper preservation treatments create safer roads and reduce accidents. 

 

Employment – Taking a proactive preservation approach to sustaining our infrastructure creates 

more employment than does the reactive “worst first” reconstruction approach. 

 

Sustainability/Conservation – A proactive preservation approach causes less environmental 

destruction, fewer CO2 emissions and significantly less waste of non-renewable resources.  

 

Traffic Congestion – Motorists experience far less loss of time and frustration due to road construction.   

A preservation approach is significantly less disruptive to the flow of commerce and commuters. 



Media Fact Sheet Template 

“Our nation’s public road systems are 

facing serious deterioration and funding 

problems due to ill-advised policies that 

are primarily reactive, rather than 

proactive. 

  

As a result of misplaced spending 

priorities, the nation’s roads are getting 

worse.  In 2009, the American Society of 

Civil Engineers graded the nation’s roads 

a D-, down from a D in 2005.”  



News Release Template  

“The nation's vast highway system, a vital 

component of U.S. economic strength, is 

steadily deteriorating and a national 

coalition is urging a change in policy to 

reverse transportation system failure 

nationwide.   The Coalition to Preserve 

America’s Roads (CPAR), an 

organization of highway groups working 

to stop the decline and spiraling 

reconstruction costs, urges a significant 

change geared to preserve the system.” 



Letter to the Editor Template 

“A simple, yet significant, change 

in transportation policy would 

reduce deterioration of our roads 

and bridges and begin to bring a 

halt to spiraling, taxpayer-funded 

reconstruction costs.”  



Letter to the Editor Example 



Opinion Column Template 

“For the US to retain its economic strength, 

we need to change course to stop the decline 

of our vast highway system and begin to 

reverse spiraling reconstruction costs.  

Deterioration of our roads and bridges 

worsens each year, resulting in escalating 

and unaffordable costs for repair.  To reverse 

transportation system failure nationwide, a 

significant change in policy is urgently 

needed.”    



Trade Publication Article Template 

“Commerce depends in large part on 

highways, roads and bridges, but the 

current approach to maintaining them is 

actually resulting in greater deterioration, 

charges the Coalition to Preserve 

America’s Roads (CPAR), which is 

launching a campaign to educate the 

public and change current policies.” 



Campaign Brochure 



Campaign brochure (Continued) 



Speech/Power Point 
Presentation 

Changing Course to Preserve America’s Roads 

A campaign to educate  

public officials, the media and 

all stakeholders on the need 

for pavement preservation. 



Campaign Video 

Changing course to 

preserve America’s roads 



Coalition Website 
For use by media, other external audiences 

Issue Background 
 General position papers 

 Spokesperson bios 

 Cost comparisons 

 Charts 

 Legislative history 

 Key facts 

 TRIP data 

 Research 

 

Coalition Background  
 Regional partnerships 

 Supportive organizations 

 Supportive statements 

Media Newsroom 
   Coalition news release 

   Relevant media coverage 

   Supportive media editorials 

   Media fact sheet 

   “At the Crossroads” PDF 

   Cartoons/artwork for media use 

   Informational video 



Attracting Media Coverage 

 Obtain editorial 

support 

 Generate news  and 

feature articles 

 Respond to related 

news coverage 

 Create news 

opportunities 



Today’s media has changed 

   News staffs and news space have shrunk 

   Focused on crises, controversy, conflict  

   Competition drives news decisions 

   Proactive approach essential 

   Outside experts provide valuable insight 



Media needs to hear 
coalition’s message 



Campaign Goals 

   Create a “chorus of voices” for pavement    preservation 

 

   Educate media to carry our message 

 

   Educate stakeholders who can influence others 

 

   Educate the public to hold road agencies accountable 

 



 
 

Coalition to Preserve America’s Roads 
A National Public Education Campaign 

Changing Course to Preserve 

our Highway Investment 

      Q & A  


